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example 4 drivers;
pot should be

100k/4=25k     22k

n Max 50 units  

24

110

52

When using more drivers on one dimmer (pot.meter only):

DIM-input can be controlled with:
a standard 1-10V controller (range 0-100%), 
a 100K potentiometer (range 0-100%) and 
a pulse switch (range 3-100%). A short pulse switches the LEDs on or o�.
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Disorganized system when using pulse function:
When parallel connecting a pulse switch on several drivers it can occur that the pulse length is exactly too short or too long. 
On this critical border it can be that the drivers are not working in unison. It can be reset without disconnecting the mains power.
Reset procedure: By long pressing the pulse switch the drivers always turns on, independently of the initial state. 
Give a short pulse and all the drivers are now o�. By long pressing again all drivers turn on and ramp up in unison.

We recommend pulse operation mainly for �xtures in which each driver is regulated independently. 

Complete synchronous regulation isn’t processed in the driver.

Unexpected behaviour when using 1-10V controller system:
When controlling the driver with a 1-10V system it can occur that the 1-10V controller delivers (or allows) 
a spike that is higher than 12V. The spike triggers the driver in to ‘pulse switch mode’. 
This will result in unexpected and unintended behavior of the LEDs. 
In case of symptoms like these, it is su�cient to clamp the output of the control system with a 10 or 12V zener diode. 
(cathode connected to the positive)

ALWAYS DISCONNECT MAINS POWER SUPPLY
FROM CONVERTER BEFORE SWITCHING “ON”  
LED LUMINAIRES TO PREVENT HOT PLUGGING ISSUES

forward voltage @ 350mA DC: 6-42V


